Sourcebooks Celebrates Historic Election of
Madam Vice President-Elect Kamala Harris with 2021 Calendar
Largest Woman-Owned Publisher Collaborates with Women Artists to Create a Yearlong Tribute to a Trailblazing Career

(CHICAGO – 11/23/2020) — Sourcebooks, the largest woman-owned publisher in North America, is
celebrating the historic election of Madam Vice President-Elect Kamala Harris with a new calendar. The
2021 Madam Vice President Kamala Harris Wall Calendar: Inspiration from the First Woman in the White
House (ISBN: 9781728246567; $14.99; on sale 1/1/21) is a yearlong tribute that includes breathtaking art
from 13 women artists from diverse backgrounds and the most moving and inspiring quotes from Harris’s
groundbreaking career.
“I only hoped and dreamed I would see the day that a woman was elected to the White House,” said
Dominique Raccah, Sourcebooks publisher and CEO. “As madam vice president-elect said in her
acceptance speech, ‘While I may be the first woman in this office, I will not be the last.’ What an inspiring
message for our daughters and sons and all the women and men in the United States.”
The calendar features:
• 13 stunning wall art pieces illustrated by 13 fierce female artists
• Inspirational quotes from Madam Vice President-Elect Kamala Harris
• Fascinating facts about groundbreaking milestones in Harris's career
• Incredible information and tribute biography about her life
“We use Instagram daily as a means to discover new talent, and it's been amazing to follow artists and
see how they pay tribute to this inspirational woman and this momentous occasion,” said Sarah Cardillo,
director of publishing operations. “As a publisher, being able to give these artists—these women—a
chance to see their work published is a great feeling for our team too!”
Honoring the woman who has changed the world, the 2021 Madam Vice President Wall Calendar is the
perfect feminist gift, inspirational gift for women, birthday gift for friends and family, or gift for anyone
looking to commemorate this unprecedented leader!
About Sourcebooks
Sourcebooks is a thriving entrepreneurial company that brings extraordinary authors to readers in the
most dynamic, data-driven ways. We create books that transcend categories and defy odds and have
been honored with hundreds of national bestsellers and awards. We are home to enthusiastic, bookloving employees who are dedicated to connecting books to readers in new and innovative ways. Story by
story, book by book, we have touched over 100 million lives. Join us as we change 100 million more. Visit
sourcebooks.com for more information.
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